
The GSA OASIS
 – Spans multiple professional service disciplines
 – Contains IT components, (when IT is incidental to 
the requirement)

 – Contains ancillary support components commonly 
referred to as ODCs

 – Provides flexibility for all contract pricing types 
including cost type arrangements

 – Any one or combination of the above

Providing both commercial and non-commercial 
services. Core disciplines include:

 – Program Management Services
 – Management Consulting Services
 – Logistics Services
 – Engineering Services
 – Environmental Services
 – Scientific, Technical & Financial Services

Services not included under OASIS
Some services are not normally allowed under OASIS. 
Requirements under OASIS need to be carefully  
reviewed if they include the following types of 
services: 

 – A&E Services subject to Brooks Act and FAR Part 36 
acquisition procedures

 – Requirements when the primary objective is to 
obtain IT products/services

 – Requirement that provides a significant number of 
blue-collar labor or contract for “service” employees 
covered by a Wage Determination

General Overview of OASIS 
GSA OASIS is a broad “Best in Class” (BIC) contract platform for professional services 
requirements. A multiple award indefinite delivery/ indefinite quantity (MA-IDIQ) contract, 
this vehicle is available to all U.S. federal agencies for access to complex, integrated 
professional services.  With no ceiling dollar amount for task orders,  OASIS provides 
flexibility in contracting and provides a pathway to a total solution approach. 

OASIS (One Acquisition 
Solution Integrated Services) 
GSA OASIS Contract No. 47QRAD20DU130  

Learn more at the GSA Website

Pool 1 — Management/Scientific/ 
Technical Services

AECOM Technical Services, Inc. (DUNS 003184462)
One California Plaza
300 South Grand Avenue, Suite 900
Los Angeles, CA 90071-3173

Period of Performance: One 5-yr Base Period (October 
2020 to October 2025) plus one 5-yr Option Period

Contract Ceiling:  Unlimited

Pricing Type:  All pricing types allowed



POOL 1 Applicable NAICS Codes
NAICS CODE NAICS TITLE

541330
541360
541370
541380
541611
541613
541614
541618
541620
541690
541820
541890
541990

Engineering Services
Geophysical Surveying and Mapping Services
Surveying And Mapping (Except Geophysical) Services
Testing Laboratories
Administrative Management and General Management Consulting Services
Marketing Consulting Services
Process, Physical Distribution, and Logistics Consulting Services
Other Management Consulting Services
Environmental Consulting Services
Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services
Public Relations Agencies
Other Services Related to Advertising
All Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services

For more information, please contact: 
Contract POC:
Michael Reign 
GSA Account Manager
703-682-6040 | OASIS-PMO@aecom.com 

Amy L. Shoe
Federal Business Services (FBS) Contracts Manager 
512-419-5738 | amy.shoe@aecom.com

Technical POC:
Yigal Bar-Av
Vice President
571.243.3408 | yigal.bar-av@aecom.com

Please see the AECOM Oasis Webpage for more details.

Why Use OASIS?
 – Inexpensive: Contract Access Fee is no more than 0.75%
 – Speed:  Task Orders are done quickly for diverse efforts
 – Broad Coverage:  Requirements can span many areas of expertise and mission spaces
 – Saves Lead Time:  OASIS contractors already pre-qualified 
 – Special Agency Needs Met:  Allows for specific terms and conditions, clauses and provisions to be 
included at task order level

 – Reduces Impacts to Acquisition Lead Times:  Reduced Protest Exposure when value is under $10M

General Steps – How Do Clients Issue OASIS Task Orders?
Request from GSA a Delegation of 
Procurement Authority (DPA) allowing a 
Contracting Officer to “order” using the GSA 
OASIS contract
Have a Warranted Contracting Officer 
complete the DAU FAC 052 GSA OASIS 
training module
Conduct Market Research and Acquisition 
Planning (FAR Part 7)
Build the Task Order Solicitation normally 
prescribed/used by your agency (FAR 16.505)
Issue the Task Order Solicitation to all OASIS 
Pool Holders to ensure fair opportunity 
requirements under FAR16.505 are met or 
after Market Research issue to firms found to 
be “responsive and responsible”

If issuing Sole Source or Direct Award make 
sure the proper justification if documented 
IAW FAR Part 6
Conduct evaluation consistent with the 
solicitation
Award the Task Order and document 
decision (FAR 16.505)
Send the award information to the OASIS 
office at OASISawards@gsa.gov
Report Action: View instructions on task 
order reporting in FPDS-NG System
Administer the Task Order: Send 
modifications to the OASIS office
Review and report past performance
Close out the task order
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For more detailed order instructions refer to instructions on the GSA Web site



Always All In: for the Mission, for the Warfighter, for the Next Generation

ARCTOS provides a wide range of technical solutions for the defense market. If it has anything to do with aerospace, cyberspace, or 
space systems, we design it and keep it going. This means everything from fighter jets and rockets to simulations and cybersecurity 
software. When it comes to complex, high-stakes missions, our all-in approach makes all the difference. It means our customers 
get more breadth, more know-how, and more accountability on every project. That’s why the US Army, Air Force, NASA, and other 
government entities, all turn to us. It’s also why leading private sector companies partner with us. ARCTOS | All In.

ARCTOS is a leading provider of full lifecycle system support to defense, space, and intelligence markets. Our cradle-to-grave 
capability makes us uniquely qualified to provide full lifecycle support to serve the increasingly complex missions of our customers, 
as well as provide enhanced training, resources, and career opportunities for our employees. ARCTOS is comprised of two business 
units: Technology Solutions and Mission Solutions.

www.ARCTOS-US.com

MORE BREADTH. MORE 
KNOW-HOW. MORE 
ACCOUNTABILITY.

Technology Solutions
• Propulsion Systems

Design & Test
• Aero & Propulsion

Materials
• Launch Safety
• Research &

Development
• SETA-A&AS-SE&I
• Meeting Management

& Graphics

Mission Solutions
•  Non-Standard Material

Procurement, Inspection,
& Delivery

• Contractor Logistics
Support (CLS)

• Training/Partner Nation
Development

• Validation & Certification
of Encrypted Systems

ARCTOS CONTRACT POOLS
OASIS – Small Business
Pool 4 – R&D services in Biotechnology, 
Physical Engineering, and Life Sciences.

Pool 5A – R&D services in Aircraft 
Parts, Auxiliary Equipment, and Aircraft 
Engine Parts

Pool 5B – R&D services in Space 
Vehicles and Guided Missiles, their 
Propulsion Units, Propulsion Unit Parts, 
and Auxiliary Equipment and Parts

Pool 6 – R&D services related to Aircraft

OASIS – Unrestricted
Pool 1 – Professional, Scientific, 
& Technical services.  

Pool 3 – Engineering services.

Pool 4 – R&D services in 
Biotechnology, Physical 
Engineering, and Life Sciences.

Mr. Bill Hack
OASIS Program Manager

William.Hack@arctos-us.com
937-426-2808



AXIENT: A PREMIER SOLUTIONS 
AND SERVICES COMPANY 

Get to Know Us
Axient advances defense and civil missions from 
aerospace to cyberspace with multi-domain test 
and analysis, mission engineering and operations, 
and advanced technologies. We partner with 
our customers to identify and analyze their most 
important challenges and design solutions that turn 
challenges into breakthroughs to accelerate assured 
performance. With extensive domain expertise in 
defense and aerospace, we rapidly develop mission-
enabling technologies that allow customers to move 
at mission speed. With an unwavering commitment 
to mission success, we make customers more 
capable, decisions more informed, systems more 
efficient, and outcomes more certain.

About Axient
Axient is the result of the merger of four leaders 
in the defense and civil markets: QuantiTech LLC, 
Millennium Engineering and Integration LLC, Systems 
Engineering Group, and Dynamic Concepts LLC. 
Axient is headquartered in Huntsville, Alabama 
and has provided premier services and solutions 
to the Federal Government for more than three 
decades. Customers choose Axient because they 
know they can trust our people and count on our 
performance. With over 2200 employees and 
locations in Alabama, Tennessee, Florida, California, 
New Mexico, Colorado, and the National Capital 
Region, we provide local expertise and program 
management to our customers which means faster 
response times and an easier partner to reach. 
Axient is certified in the following: ISO 9001:2015, 
AS9100 Rev D, CMMI-DEV Maturity Level 3, and 
has a DCMA Purchasing System, DCMA Property 
System, and DCAA Accounting System. Our history 
of success is attributable to our core philosophy of 
putting mission and customers first, empowering our 
program leaders, and eliminating barriers to success 
for our customers by providing value-added, mission-
oriented services and solutions.

1     AXIENTCORP.COM Company Overview  |  One Pager

What We Do 
CAPABILITIES
Axient delivers superior, custom-tailored 
engineering & technical services through end-to-
end capabilities providing innovative, mission-
oriented expertise to Defense and Civil customers. 
We provide our customers depth & scale in the 
following core capability areas: 
• Systems Engineering and Integration (SE&I)
• Safety & Mission Assurance
• Product Engineering
• Infrastructure Development and Mission
  Operations
• Multi-Domain Test and Analysis
• Logistics Engineering and Supply Chain
  Analytics
• Cyber Systems Development

TECHNOLOGY FOCUS AREAS 
& EXPERTISE

Our experts specialize in the following technologies 
for our customers: 

Hypersonics  •  Directed Energy  •  Sensors (Radar, 
Optics, Acoustics, etc.)  •  C5ISR  •  Computer 
Generated Imagery  •  Cyber  •  Advanced M&S  
•  Autonomous Machines  •  Missile & Aviation 
System Unique Technologies  •  Data Visualization/
Knowledge Management  •  Geospatial Systems/
Technologies  •  Position, Navigation, & Timing 
Systems  •  Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning  
•  Augmented Reality  

At Axient, our employees are experts across a wide 
variety of disciplines:
SE&I • Digital Engineering • M&S • Software 
Engineering &  Development • Rapid Prototyping 
• Technology Development • SWIL/HWIL • Data 
Science • Cybersecurity • Human Space Flight 
• Intel Analysis • Test & Evaluation • Logistics 
Analysis • Facilities / Environmental Engineering • 
Business Intelligence • Safety, Reliability & Quality 
Assurance • Risk Management 

Accelerating Possible
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© Axient. All Rights Reserved. The information in this document is proprietary to Axient. 
It may not be used, reproduced, disclosed, or exported without the written approval of Axient.  

Markets & Missions We Serve
Axient offers expertise across Defense and 
Civil markets in the following areas:
  
• Long Range Precision Fires
• Hypersonics
• Strategic Intelligence  
• Global Strike
• Improved Readiness and Lethality
• Counter UAS  
• Missile Defense  
• Counter Long Range Precision Fires  
• Air Defense (Integrated Fires)  
• Space Asset Protection  
• Next Generation Jamming and Countermeasures
• Cyber-Secure/Cyber-Resilient Systems
• Integrated Intelligence, Surveillance and
   Reconnaissance
• Air Superiority  
• Advance Data Analytics  
• Autonomous Operations  
• AI and Machine Learning  
• Robotics
• Space Exploration  
• Moon-to-Mars  
• Civil & Commercial Space
• Science Spacecraft
• Remote Sensing, PNT  
• MILSATCOM  
• Classified Warfighter Support 

Locations
Huntsville, AL (HQ)  •  Arlington, VA  •  Wallops 
Island, VA  •  Dahlgren, VA  •  Washington DC  •  
Greenbelt, MD  •  Columbia, MD  •  Pax River, MD  
•  Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD  •  Tullahoma, 

TN  •  Warner Robins AFB, GA  •  Eglin AFB, 
FL  •  Melbourne, FL  •  Cape Canaveral, FL  •  

Johnson Space Center, TX  •  Corpus Christi, TX  •  
Albuquerque, NM  •  Cannon AFB, NM  •  Holloman 
AFB, NM  •  Yuma Proving Ground, AZ  •  Colorado 
Springs, CO  •  Hill AFB, UT  •  Moffitt Field, CA  •  

Vandenburg AFB, CA  •  Armstrong Flight Research, 
CA  •  Los Angeles, CA  •  Pasadena, CA  •  Glendale, 

CA  •  Michoud Assembly Facility, LA

Who We Are 
BREAKTHROUGH SOLUTIONS FOR 
MISSION SUCCESS

New challenges demand new thinking. The changing 
landscape and our nation’s critical missions demand 
adaptive, innovative, and accelerated solutions and new 
ideas. At Axient, we’re driven to new solutions for what 
comes next, whether new approaches, new insights 
or new technology to advance mission forward. From 
mission to operations and sustainment to cyber threats, 
we provide expertise and technical insight that enables 
customer missions to rise to every challenge. 

DELIVERING AT MISSION SPEED

Innovation without responsiveness only solves 
yesterday’s problems. At Axient, we leverage our 
engineering, customer expertise and proven development 
process to drive solutions at the speed of mission, to 
ensure our customers are always ahead of the threat and 
clear of the challenge.

CONTRACT VEHICLES 

• GSA Multiple Award Schedule (MAS)
• GSA OASIS Pools 1 & 3 (JV access to SB Pools 4, 5, 

and 6)
• US Navy SeaPort Next Generation (NxG)
• US Army AMCOM EXPRESS: Programmatic and 

Business & Analytical Domain (Partnership Access 
to Technical and Logistics Domains)

• GSA ASTRO: Research, Space, Development/
Systems Integration, and Support Pools

• Access to several Consortium/OTAs

CERTAINTY IN PARTNERSHIP

Axient is a trusted mission partner. We’re your 
neighbors, your colleagues, and a proud part of the 
community. We’re your partners in ensuring every 
mission has its optimum chance for success, who takes 
your mission as our mission and does more than work 
for it; we live for the challenge.

Customers
U.S. Army  •  U.S. Air Force  •  U.S. Space Force  •  

U.S. Navy •  National Aeronautics & Space 
Administration (NASA)  •  Missile Defense 

Agency (MDA)



For more info contact us at        oasiscontracts@calibresys.com  |     703.797.8500  |      calibresys.com  |    6361 Walker Ln., Suite 1100, Alexandria, VA 22310
OASIS Contract No. 47QTCA18D006Y, Unrestricted Pool 1Updated 06-2021

INFRASTRUCTURE 
AND ENGINEERING
CALIBRE Systems, Inc. is an employee-owned management consulting and digital transformation company 
supporting government and commercial clients since 1989. CALIBRE provides a wide range of services 
related to infrastructure and engineering, to include enterprise infrastructure portfolio management,  
energy management and analysis, distributed energy resource implementation, energy 
efficiency and environmental assessments, and facility analysis.  
We manage resources to achieve the greatest return 
on investment, prolonging the useful 
life of assets. 

Real Property Inventory Management  
CALIBRE assists organizations in making strategic asset management 
decisions regarding real property. We use a combination of modeling, 
facility condition, lifecycle costs, and utilization and criticality to mission 
to determine recommendations for future facility use, enabling clients to 
efficiently manage assets.

Sustainment Management System (SMS) Data Management    
CALIBRE models complex facility infrastructure systems and 
components to evaluate sustainment, restoration, and modernization 
options. Our tools and certified experts help facility managers prioritize 
alternatives, manage risk, and reduce expenditures.

Facility Lifecycle Management  
CALIBRE optimizes the life and usage of facilities with minimal 
resources, emphasizing efficiency improvements and cost savings. 

Sustainability Planning and Advisory Services 
CALIBRE develops plans for energy, water, greenhouse gas, on-site 
generation, and other resources to optimize performance. We conduct 
resource analyses and optimization, and formulate defendable  
program budgets. 

Energy and Water Efficiency Assessments  
CALIBRE conducts facility assessments, utility rate analyses, utility 
Meter Data Management System (MDMS) services, data analytics, 
energy audits, and greenhouse gas audits.  

United States Army Base  
Realignment and Closure (BRAC) 
CALIBRE provides continuous support to the Army’s 
BRAC program, helping the Army garner ~$2 billion 
annual net recurring savings from five BRAC rounds.  
We contributed to the BRAC Division’s disposal  
of over 279,000 acres of BRAC and Non-BRAC  
excess installation property, reduced caretaker  
costs, fostered local redevelopment, and produced  
$238 million in revenue from property sales. 

 
U.S. Army Office of Energy Initiatives (OEI)/U.S.  
Air Force Office of Energy Assurance (OEA) 
CALIBRE provides program management support 
of large-scale renewable and alternative energy 
opportunities. Our support entails identifying and 
vetting opportunities, as well as developing them into 
energy security/resiliency projects that meet mission-
specific requirements. For the U.S. Army alone, we have 
contributed to 11 energy projects awarded, increased 
onsite generation capability, obtained ~$627 million 
private capital investment, and achieved ~$33 million  
in estimated cost avoidance. 

 
U.S. Army Meter Data Management System (MDMS)
CALIBRE integrated, deployed, installed, transitioned, 
and sustained the MDMS solution to automatically 
process and report energy data. MDMS allows Army 
energy officials to view near real-time meter data from 
a secure network at several levels, helping the Army 
identify targets for energy saving opportunities and 
planning initiatives and to support decision-making. 

Disposed of  

279,000 
BRAC and non-BRAC 

excess installation acres

Executed energy  
analyses for  

15 
Air Force installations

Square Feet of Facility 
Assets Assessed

Fielded MDMS to 

5 MAJOR 
Army Commands

78M
CALIBRE received one of 
the first licenses awarded 

by the Army to sell 

BUILDER™
to the private sector 
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OASIS contract: 
 ■ Designated a Tier 3, Best-In-Class (BIC) solution helping agencies meet 

their Spend Under Management (SUM) goals 
 ■ Provides a single solution for complex requirements 
 ■ Supports various contract types, including cost reimbursement, hybrids, 

time and materials and labor hours at the task order level 
 ■ Supports commercial and non-commercial acquisition 
 ■ Has no program ceiling or ceiling on sole source awards 
 ■ Does not allow for protests on orders less than $10 million

 

Accessing OASIS 
There are two ways to access OASIS: 

 ■ Direct acquisition—GSA issues a Delegation of Procurement Authority to 
the customer agency Ordering Contracting Officer (OCO) who performs 
the acquisition; or 

 ■ Assisted acquisition—GSA performs the acquisition on behalf of the 
customer agency and provides post-award support, as negotiated with the 
customer. 

Ordering guides, a one page order checklist, market research tools, and 
support on scope reviews can be found here: https://www.gsa.gov/buying-
selling/products-services/professional-services/buy-services/oasis-and-oasis-
small-business/buyers-guidance-and-resources  
 

DAI holds OASIS Unrestricted Pool: 
Management Consulting 
Under OASIS Pool 1, NAICS Codes include: 

 ■ 541330 Engineering Services 
 ■ 541611 Administrative Management and General Management Consulting 

Services 
 ■ 541618 Other Management Consulting Services 
 ■ 541620 Environmental Consulting Services 
 ■ 541690 Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services 
 ■ 541990 All Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services 

OASIS is a program of Multiple-Award Indefinite 
Delivery Indefinite Quantity (MA/IDIQ) contracts that 
provide flexible and innovative solutions for complex 
professional services. The core disciplines of the contract 
include program management, management consulting, 
logistics, engineering, scientific, and financial services.  

OASIS

Contract:  
47QRAD20DU128 
 
Unrestricted Pool 1
 
General Contact:  
OASISContracts@dai.com

Contract Manager:
Zach Arney
zach_arney@dai.com

Program Manager:  
Natawnee Fritz 
natawnee_fritz@dai.com

DAI – OASIS 
UNRESTRICTED

https://www.gsa.gov/buying-selling/products-services/professional-services/buy-services/oasis-and-oa
https://www.gsa.gov/buying-selling/products-services/professional-services/buy-services/oasis-and-oa
https://www.gsa.gov/buying-selling/products-services/professional-services/buy-services/oasis-and-oa
mailto:OASISContracts%40dai.com?subject=
mailto:natawnee_fritz%40dai.com?subject=
http://www.dai.com
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CROSSCUTTING 
 ▪ Adaptive Management 
 ▪ Assessments 
 ▪ CGE Analytics 
 ▪ Data Collection and Analytics 
 ▪ Gender Equity & Women’s 
Empowerment 

 ▪ Human-Centered Design 
 ▪ Investment and Growth Scenario 
and Forecasting 

 ▪ Monitoring, Evaluation, & Learning 
 ▪ Systems Mapping 
 ▪ Youth Employability & 
Empowerment 

DIGITAL ACCELERATION 
 ▪ Data for Decisions 
 ▪ Digital Strategy 
 ▪ Markets Insights  

ECONOMIC GROWTH 
 ▪ Agriculture & Food Security 
 ▪ Business Environment Reform
 ▪ Entrepreneurship, Acceleration and 
Open Innovation 

 ▪ Circular Economy 
 ▪ Financial Services & Investment 
 ▪ Firm and Sector-Level 
Competitiveness 

 ▪ Fund Management 
 ▪ Market Systems Development 

 ▪ Private Sector Engagement
 ▪ Procurement Strategy
 ▪ Resilience & Sustainable 
Livelihoods 

 ▪ Supply Chain Optimization 
 ▪ Trade 
 ▪ Transaction Advisory 
 ▪ Workforce Development 
 ▪ Women’s Economic Empowerment 
and Gender Lens Investment 

EDUCATION 
 ▪ Professional Development for 
Educators 

 ▪ Public System Strengthening
 ▪ Social-Emotional Learning  

ENERGY 
 ▪ Alternative Energy Policy 
 ▪ Energy Transition Project 
Identification and Development

ENVIRONMENT 
 ▪ Climate Change Adaptation & 
Mitigation 

 ▪ Land Tenure & Property Rights
 ▪ Natural Resource Management
 ▪ Water, Sanitation, & Hygiene  

FRAGILE STATES 
 ▪ Citizen Security 
 ▪ Countering Extremism 
 ▪ Peace Building 
 ▪ Political Transition 
 ▪ Stabilization  

GLOBAL HEALTH 
 ▪ Digital Health 
 ▪ Global Health Security 
 ▪ Health Governance 
 ▪ Market Solutions for Health
 ▪ Social Determinants of Health  

GOVERNANCE
 ▪ Institutional Strengthening & 
Reform 

 ▪ Law & Justice 
 ▪ Public Financial Management
 ▪ Subnational Government 
 ▪ Voice & Accountability  

OPERATIONS & PROGRAM 
MANAGEMENT 

 ▪ Buy-In Management 
 ▪ Grants Management 
 ▪ Rapid Procurement 
 ▪ Rapid Start-up  

88 505,700+  13

About DAI 
DAI has been on the frontlines of global development for more than 50 years providing technical expertise, project 
management, and consulting services to the U.S. Government, corporations, and other development partners around the 
world.  

DAI is able to operate in any implementing context, from stable societies and high-growth economies to challenging 
environments racked by political or military conflict. We deliver project results through short- and long-term programming 
supported by rigorous monitoring and evaluation. Through decades of experience executing complex, multi-year 
development projects, DAI has field-tested systems and procedures to deliver efficient and compliant technical assistance, 
assessments, procurements, and grants under contract.  

DAI – CAPABILITIES

https://www.facebook.com/DAIGlobal/
https://twitter.com/DAIGlobal?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dai/
https://www.instagram.com/daiglobal/?hl=en
http://www.dai.com


OASIS Unrestricted Pool 1 is a multiple award, 
Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) 
contract that provides flexible and innovative 
solutions for complex professional services.

Advantages to Using OASIS:
 Multiple-award, IDIQ, contracts available to all 

GSA-approved agencies

 Single solution for complex requirements

 Supports all contract types, including FFP, T&M, 
cost, hybrids, etc.

 No maximum order or ceiling limitations

 Prohibits protests on orders valued at less than $10M

 Very Low Tiered Access Fee Ranging from 0.1 to 0.75%

 Designed for long period of use 

• New task orders can be awarded through 2024

• Task Order’s Period of Performance can extend 5 
years beyond the order period

OASIS Pool 1 NAICS Codes
541330 Engineering Services

541360 Geophysical Surveying and Mapping Services

541370 Surveying And Mapping (Except Geophysical) 
Services

541380 Testing Laboratories

541611 Administrative Management and General 
Management Consulting Services

541618 Other Management Consulting Services

541620 Environmental Consulting Services

541690 Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services

EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc., PBC (EA) is a 
100% employee-owned public benefit corporation that provides 
water and natural resources management, environmental health 
and safety regulatory compliance, site characterization and 
remediation, infrastructure engineering and management, and 
information technology solutions to a wide range of industrial 
and government clients nationwide. 

Headquartered in Hunt Valley, Maryland, EA employs more than 
560 professionals through a network of 26 commercial offices and 
9 satellite residential offices across the continental United States, 
as well as Alaska, Hawaii, and Guam.  In business for more than 
47 years, EA has earned an outstanding reputation for technical 
expertise, responsive service, and judicious use of client resources.

Unrestricted Pool 1
CONTRACT NUMBER:
47QRAD20DU140

Contact Information for OASIS Pool 1:

Ivy Harvey
Primary Point-of-Contact
Corporate OASIS Program Manager
410-584-7000/iharvey@eaest.com

Xanne Luera
Alternate Point-of-Contact 
Corporate OASIS Contract Manager
410-584-7000/xluera@eaest.com



Fluor is a global engineering, procurement, fabrication, and construction company with projects and offices on six 
continents.   With headquarters in Irving, Texas, Fluor has provided engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC) 
services for more than 100 years. The Ethisphere® Institute has recognized Fluor as one of the World’s Most Ethical 
Companies® for 14 consecutive years.  Fluor had a revenue of $15.7 billion in 2020 and is ranked 181 among the Fortune 
500 companies.

FLUOR’S FOCUS ON OUR CUSTOMERS’ MISSION
Fluor’s 44,000 employees are building a better future by applying world-class expertise to solve its customers’ greatest 
challenges. We deliver large, complex projects and operate facilities in multiple industry sectors.

Fluor’s Current and Recent 
Work Locations 

21 Major Fluor Offices Located in  
13 Countries Across 6 Continents 

Meeting stringent quality 
 requirements in diverse industries 
as well as austere environments. 

Registered in all 50 states and ranked 
as ENR’s #2 Contractor in 2019.Providing technical solutions  

that deliver safe, well-executed, 
capital-efficient Engineering,  
Procurement and Construction projects.

Developing challenging  
engineering designs for Government 
and commercial facilities.

Region Years in Region 

N. America 109

S. America 84

Europe 76

Africa 61

Middle East 74

Asia 70

Australia 71

Corporate Offices in Irving, Texas 

Capabilities Statement

 
OUR CORE CAPABILITIES
Our global engineering, logistics and professional capabilites form the foundation of our project-driven organizational 
structure, allowing us to implement a lean, flexible, project-based approach supported by extensive resources and corporate 
reachback. This allows us to mobilize quickly, sustain continuous high standards of operations, and enable rapid and reliable 
procurement to deliver cost-effective capabilities and services worldwide.

GSA Oasis Pool 1: Contract # 47QRAD20DU116

Fluor Enterprises Inc. • 6700 Las Colinas Boulevard, Irving, Texas 75039 • DUNS: 059220392  CAGE Code: 7T617

NAICS Codes: 541330, 541360, 541370, 541380, 541611, 541612, 541613, 541614, 541618, 541620, 541690, 
541810, 541820, 541830, 541840, 541850, 541860, 541870, 541890, 541910, 541990

Point of Contact:  Andrew Nations, Director of Sales - Mission Solutions 
Telephone: 864.281.4270   E-Mail: Andrew.Nations@fluor.com www.fluor.com



At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, Fluor 
created an expeditionary staging area to quarantine 
recruits prior to basic training at Marine Corps 
Recruit Depot, Parris Island. Within hours of award, 
10 Fluor personnel arrived to prepare two locations 
for installation of temporary structures to serve as 
housing, laundry, showers/latrines, dining, offices, PX, 
and training facilities. Eleven days ahead of schedule, 
Camp 1 and 2 were completed and turned over to the 
U.S. Government. 

ENGINEERING SERVICES:
Fluor has over 8,000 engineer personnel, to include core disciplines (civil, electrical, mechanical, piping, and structural 
engineering) and advanced specialties such as simulation, enterprise integration, integrated automation processes and 
interactive 3D and 4D modeling

LOGISTICS/SUPPLY CHAIN SERVICES:
For more than 100 years, Fluor’s Global Supply Chain has provided industry-leading 
supply chain solutions to projects in more than 30 countries on six continents worldwide.

Fluor is designing the reconfiguration of a Mixed 
Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility into the Savannah 
River Plutonium Processing Facility. The scope 
includes disassembly and removal of equipment and 
utility commodities, constructing and repurposing 
surrounding facilities, implementing security and 
nuclear safety upgrades, and hiring and training 
the workforce to ensure safe, secure, reliable, and 
responsive operations.

Engineering expertise and technical support available in 100 countries.

Integration of proven Value Engineering practices 
which ensure projects meet or exceed cost objectives 
without compromising quality.

Front-End Engineering & Design (FEED) capabilities 
include detailed design packages, hazardous 
operations review, and cost estimates to support 
project funding, scope definition, and associated 
construction forms.

Proven global processes and 
best practices available 24/7 
via Fluor’s award-winning 
knowledge-management 
system, Knowledge OnLineSM.

Experienced experts in their respective 
engineering disciplines, supported by 
first-of-a-kind technologies and 
global integration.

At the peak of operations on LOGCAP IV Task 
Order 05 in Afghanistan, our “hub and spoke” 
operation consists of six regional distribution 
centers supporting 69 sites. Fluor processed 
12,289 cargo containers and inventoried 
40,991 containers. Consolidating ocean 
shipments to expedite transit operations, we 
realized up to $50,000/month in cost savings.

 ▶ Worldwide network of more than 1,500 
supply chain professionals.

 ▶ Expertise in commercial strategy development, 
global sourcing, material planning and purchasing, 
import and export compliance, field material 
management services, and other logistics activities. 

 ▶ Developing and implementing solutions that reduce 
costs of products and services, improve schedule, 
mitigate supply chain risks, improve supply chain process 
efficiency, and maximize the value of each expenditure.

 ▶ Leveraging buying power to reduce supply chain cost and schedule; 
illustrated by an annual global spend of $15.3 billion dollars 
for equipment, materials, and subcontracted services.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES:
Fluor uses many disciplines in the execution of our global projects and 
achievement of customers’ missions.  We ensure the right person is assigned 
to each role through the careful selection of candidates during the interview 
process, use of a Core Skills Model, and alignment with detailed job descriptions. 
Fluor’s wholly-owned subsidiary, TRS, a world-leading professional, engineering, 
technical and field services staffing organization, supports our hiring efforts. TRS 
uses a discreet, ethical, and highly professional approach to identify and screen 
candidates to satisfy staffing needs. They also provide a Managed Services 
Program reducing recruitment costs and bringing greater control, consistency, 
and visibility to workforce management. In addition to it’s OCONUS capabilities, 
TRS has offices in Greenville and Charleston, SC;
Dallas and Houston, Texas; and Costa Mesa, California. 

 ▶ Average time from offer acceptance to training start date is 9.5 days.

 ▶ Over 1.4K hires over last 5 years for U.S. Government 
projects; of these 1K+ annual OCONUS hires.

 ▶ More than 500 skilled employees with Secret or Top Secret eligible clearances.



guidehouse.com

Public Sector Solutions
Guidehouse is a leading global provider of consulting services to the public and 
commercial markets with broad capabilities in management, technology, and risk 
consulting. We help clients address their toughest challenges with a focus on markets 
and clients facing transformational change, technology-driven innovation and 
significant regulatory pressure. Across a range of advisory, consulting, outsourcing, and 
technology/analytics services, we help clients create scalable, innovative solutions that 
prepare them for future growth and success.  Headquartered in Washington DC, the 
company has more than 7,000 professionals in more than 50 locations. Guidehouse 
is a Veritas Capital portfolio company, led by seasoned professionals with proven and 
diverse expertise in traditional and emerging technologies, markets and agenda-setting 
issues driving national and global economies. 
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Human Capital
Guidehouse works with the Federal government to help them meet 
21st century workforce challenges. We provide human capital 
solutions that are comprehensive, innovative and proven, and which 
support the Federal Human Capital Assessment and Accountability 
Framework. We help our clients to improve their organizational and 
workforce performance through these critical human capital areas:

•	 Organizational Design

•	 Talent Management

•	 Strategic Planning

•	 Workforce Planning

•	 Succession Management

•	 Learning and Development

•	 Knowledge Management

•	 Change Management 

Enterprise Effectiveness
We help our clients to assess current operations issues to increase 
efficiencies and effectiveness, as well as achieve success with 
appropriate rewards and recognition programs. Our services include:

•	 Benefits Realization

•	 Performance Metrics and Management

•	 Business Process Improvement

•	 Strategic Sourcing and Alliance Management

•	 Privatization and Outsourcing Advisory

•	 Economic Advisory 

Financial Management
Our methodologies provide financial process integration and 
alignment to enable cost reduction, increase controls and reliability, 
and heighten confidence in financial information. We also help federal 
agencies address accounting, auditing, reporting, systems and 
internal control challenges and impediments. We support federal 
agencies with:

•	 Budget and Performance Integration

•	 Financial Reporting and Controls

•	 Business and Financial Planning

•	 Property and Asset Management

•	 Grants and Credit Management

•	 Fraud Investigation and Recovery 

Governance, Risk and Compliance
Guidehouse’s Governance, Risk and Compliance Solutions provide 
a comprehensive approach to achieving agency objectives and 
regulatory compliance requirements. Our approach features an 

assessment of management processes and risk-based realignment 
to increase agility in responding to dynamic challenges faced by 
today’s government executives.

•	 Enterprise Risk Management

•	 Continuity of Operations

•	 Ethics and Compliance

•	 Audits and Risk Assessments

•	 Regulatory Function Management

•	 Regulatory Reporting and Assurance

•	 Internal Controls  

Program Management
Guidehouse’s program management services team is an integrated 
force, responsible for all aspects of our service delivery life cycle model.  
We provide the tools, methodologies and people to ensure 
successful delivery of large projects and programs. We have proven 
success helping government agencies in the areas of:

•	 Program and Project Management Office Design and 
Implementation

•	 Organizational, Program and Project Management Assessment

•	 Project Portfolio Management Support Services

•	 Feasibility and Business Case Development and Monitoring

•	 Acquisition Management Support

•	 Performance Assessment and Benefits Realization

•	 Dispute and Investigations Support

Technology
We help our clients maximize the return on their information 
technology investments through the alignment of their business 
processes with their technology activities. We assist our clients with 
the creation and management of world-class technology functions, 
incorporating security, data management and IT business risk 
management, through:

•	 Acquisition and contract strategy and planning

•	 Application and infrastructure modernization architecture, planning, 
roadmapping; enterprise application integration and system 
evaluation

•	 Audit, compliance, controls, and policy

•	 Business intelligence and analytics; enterprise content 
management; enterprise data management

•	 Cyber and physical security, privacy, and risk consulting

•	 IT function effectiveness and efficiency optimization; organizational 
authorities, responsibilities, and design

•	 Portfolio, program, and project management

•	 Risk mitigation and independent verification; critical project recovery

Award-Winning Excellence

In 2014, Guidehouse became the first large professional services firm ever to receive the nation’s highest 
Presidential honor for quality - the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award. The Baldrige Award was 
established by Congress to recognize organizations for performance excellence through innovation, 
improvement and visionary leadership. Winning the award demonstrates Guidehouse’s unparalleled 
commitment to quality and continuous improvement, which is embedded in everything we do and has 
enabled us to provide exemplary service to our Government clients. 

linkedin.com/company/guidehouse-us/@guidehouseguidehouse.com
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ICF is a proven provider of multidisciplinary solutions 
for complex client challenges through the GSA 
OASIS contract vehicle. Our scientists, program 
managers, business analysts, public policy experts, 
technologists, researchers, and digital strategists 
bring deep domain expertise, problem-solving 
capabilities, and a results-driven approach to the 
entire lifecycle of client programs.

ICF Approach
We create highly targeted, effective solutions that combine cutting-
edge methodologies and technologies with the deepest domain 
knowledge anywhere. We bring new ideas to government and help our 
client organizations work better, increase program impact, and engage 
with citizens and communities.

Our Services and Expertise
ICF helps our clients tackle many of the world’s biggest ongoing 
challenges. Our solutions for federal agencies leverage the best of 
our experience across private industry, nonprofits, and all levels of 
government. Tapping into the collective knowledge of ICF’s diverse 
staff of experts offers the edge clients need to achieve their most 
ambitious goals.

About ICF

ICF is a global consulting services company 
with over 7,000 full- and part-time 
employees, but we are not your typical 
consultants. At ICF, business analysts and 
policy specialists work together with digital 
strategists, data scientists and creatives. 
We combine unmatched industry expertise 
with cutting-edge engagement capabilities 
to help organizations solve their most 
complex challenges. Since 1969, public and 
private sector clients have worked with ICF 
to navigate change and shape the future.

For more information, contact: 
Mark Youman
Corporate OASIS Program Manager
mark.youman@icf.com   
+1.703.934.3658
Ilene Gerber
OASIS Contract Manager
ilene.gerber@icf.com  
+1.703.934.3632

 ▪ Analytics
 ▪ Climate
 ▪ Cybersecurity
 ▪ Digital and Marketing
 ▪ Disaster Management
 ▪ Education
 ▪ Energy
 ▪ Environment

 ▪ Health
 ▪ International Development
 ▪ IT Modernization
 ▪ Research and Evaluation
 ▪ Social Programs and 
Communities

 ▪ Transportation
 ▪ Workforce and Human Capital

twitter.com/ICF

linkedin.com/company/icf-international

facebook.com/ThisIsICF

To learn more, visit us online 
at icf.com

ICF’s GSA OASIS Contract:
One Acquisition Solution
for Integrated Services

OASIS ICF holds unrestricted OASIS Pools 1–4
Contract Numbers: Pool 1—GS00Q14OADU119;  
Pool 2—GS00Q14OADU209; Pool 3—GS00Q14OADU319;  
Pool 4—GS00Q14OADU417

http://twitter.com/ICF
http://www.linkedin.com/company/icf-international
http://facebook.com/ThisIsICF


ABOUT US

• Enable Digital Transformation for clients’ legacy IT 
environment  using DevSecOps, AI, ML, cloud 
computing and cybersecurity

• Reengineer legacy applications using DevSecOps 
and Agile Methodology

• Implement cybersecurity solutions to protect 
clients’ IT infrastructure from external threats and 
penetration

• Develop clients’ cloud strategy to help migrate 
their IT infrastructure from on-premises to a 
secure cloud environment

• Design and implement advanced Enterprise 
Service Management solutions to promote 
proactive service delivery and increased customer 
satisfaction

Digital Transformation SolutionsIdentity Intelligence Solutions
• Develop policies and standards and perform All Source 

Intelligence Analysis using Biometric-Enabled Intelligence (BEI), 
Forensic-Enabled Intelligence (FEI)

• Implement multimodal biometric solutions for I2
• Use advanced analytics, AI and ML to automate all-source 

intelligence and counterintelligence analysis
• Utilize Data Science to extract knowledge from structured and 

unstructured data to perform comprehensive intelligence 
analysis

• Create I2 solutions using Big Data techniques and social media 
data sources for Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) analysis

• Provide I2 tradecraft and training for Human Intelligence 
(HUMINT) and OSINT to produce actionable intelligence

• Perform intelligence analysis for weapons of mass destruction 
(chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear)

Integral Consulting Services, Inc. (Integral) is an Identity Intelligence (I2) and technology solutions company providing full 
life-cycle I2 and Digital Transformation (DX) solutions. Integral’s I2 solutions use multimodal biometrics and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) techniques to enhance the performance of  intelligence analysis. Integral’s DX solutions use DevSecOps 
approaches and cloud computing with  (AI) and machine learning (ML) while prioritizing cyber security.

Our long-term client partnerships are built on performance.  We provide secure, innovative,
and advanced technology solutions to enable missions and exceed expectations.

Identify targets of interest who could 
threaten US Government missions

Protect your IT infrastructure from 
external threats and penetration

Enhance the value and impact 
of your IT investments

SUPPORT YOUR MISSION

WHAT WE DELIVER

www.e2zintegral.com
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OUR PEOPLE
• Our highly qualified technical staff brings advanced 

degrees with extensive experience and passion in I2 
and DX technologies.

• Our certified Program Managers bring  proven 
experience and commitment to deliver solutions 
meeting or exceeding performance objectives to make 
our clients successful.

SELECTED CLIENTS

EDGEWOOD OFFICE
500 Edgewood Road

Suite 203
Edgewood, MD 21040

(410) 676-9200

CHARLOTTESVILLE OFFICE
944 Glenwood Station Lane

Suite 301
Charlottesville, VA 22901

(434) 817-9080

HEADQUARTERS
2101 Gaither Road

Suite 410
Rockville, MD 20850

(240) 907-2600

CONTRACT VEHICLES
• Army RS/3 Small Business
• Department of State NextGen Passport Single Award IDIQ
• DISA ENCORE III Small Business
• DIA SITE III (via Joint Venture)
• GSA 8(a) STARS II – Constellation I & II (4 Functional Areas)
• GSA MAS Schedule: 54151S, 541611, 541990iPS, 541990L
• GSA OASIS Small Business Pool 1 (via Joint Venture)
• GSA OASIS Small Business Pool 3
• Navy SeaPort NextGen Small Business
• Treasury FinCEN CASS Single Award BPA

CORPORATE CODES
DUNS: 018193669  CAGE Code: 3DSD9
NAICS Codes:
• 541330 Engineering Services
• 541511 Custom Computer Programming Services
• 541512 Computer Systems Design Services
• 541513 Computer Facilities Management Services
• 541519 Other Computer Related Services
• 541611 Administrative Management Consulting Services
• 541618 Other Management Consulting Services
• 541690 Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services
• 541990 All Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
• 561990 All Other Support Services
• 611430 Professional and Management Development Training

CERTIFICATIONS, AWARDS & PUBLICATIONS
Industry Certifications:
• CMMI V2.0 DEV/3 and CMMI V2.0 SVC/3 appraised
• ISO 9001, ISO 20000, and ISO 27001 certified
Professional Awards and Recognition:
• Integral EVP selected among Silicon-70 for 2020
• Integral identified as Ivanti’s Sales Partner of the Year for 2019
• CIOReview’s Top 20 Most Promising Government IT Solutions Provider 
• CEOView’s 10 Most Valuable Companies of 2018
• The Washington Business Journal’s Minority Leadership Award
Publications:
• Technology Predictions for 2021 published in CIOReview
• Cyber Resilience in Multiple Cloud Environments at BrightTalk
• Integral EVP interviewed by Tech Company News 2020
• EVP Interview on Biometrics and Identity Intelligence in CEO-CFO 

Magazine 2019

Multimodal Biometrics and Data Science – Develop 
Identity solutions using multimodal biometrics (face, 
fingerprint, iris, palm, heartbeat, behavior) and Data 
Science techniques
DevSecOps and Agile Approach – Develop enterprise 
applications using agile methodology, Service-Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) and open source solutions
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning – Utilize
AI and ML techniques to enhance automation and to 
perform advanced analytics
Cloud Computing – Leverage cloud solutions such as 
AWS and  Azure to migrate clients’ IT infrastructure to
a more secure, fault-tolerant, and customizable 
environment
Cybersecurity – Implement Zero Trust solutions, 
including vulnerability analysis, intrusion detection, 
security information and event management (SIEM),and 
information assurance to protect digital infrastructure 
from cyber threats

OUR TECHNOLOGIES

OUR PROCESSES
• Integral’s Project Management Methodology (I-PMM) 

delivers the highest quality – on time and on budget
• Integral’s Transition Management Methodology (I-TMM) 

ensures seamless transition-in and transition-out
• Integral’s Risk Management Methodology (I-RMM) 

mitigates risks to project schedule, costs, and quality
• Integral’s Recruiting Management Process (I-RMP)
   gives our client the most qualified candidates for every 

project
• Integral’s Quality Management Methodology (I-QMM)
   enables us to offer the highest-quality solutions and 

continuous process improvements

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS



Kearney is the premier CPA � rm exclusively focused on 

providing services to the Government and across the 

entire � nancial management spectrum. Kearney helped 

the Federal Government improve its � nancial operations’ 

overall e� ectiveness and e�  ciency; increased its level of 

accountability and compliance with laws, regulations, 

and guidance; and protected its funds from fraud, waste, 

and abuse. We understand the Federal Government’s 

need for e�  ciency and transparency, and Kearney 

provides expert guidance to our clients.

The Kearney Advantage

One Acquisition Solution for Integrated Services 

(OASIS) is your best-value solution to address the most 

complex professional services requirements for all 

Federal agencies, while saving the Government time 

and money. Kearney & Company, P.C. (Kearney) is 

among the select, highly capable companies chosen by 

the General Services Administration (GSA) to provide 

� nancial services under the OASIS schedule, and was 

the � rst large business contract awardee under OASIS 

Unrestricted.

OASIS
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To learn more about how 
Kearney can assist your 
agency under the OASIS 
contract, please contact:

David Zorzi, Partner/
OASIS Program Manager

dave.zorzi@kearneyco.com

Mary Embrey, 
Associate Counsel/OASIS 

Contracts Manager
mary.embrey@kearneyco.com

• Reduced excess costs associated with award and administration of multiple Inde� nite 
Delivery/Inde� nite Quantity (IDIQ) and/or standalone contracts

• Reduced lead time and administrative e� orts to acquire complex professional services
• Facilitated negotiation of lower pricing at the task-order level
• Improved and reduced time associated with task order proposal comparison process 

by creating “apples-to-apples” comparisons of proposed labor costs
• Reduced volume of information that task order Contracting O�  cers (CO) must 

evaluate via OASIS vetting process and available pricing tools

Benefi ts of OASIS include:

• Span multiple professional service disciplines
• Contain signi� cant Information Technology (IT) components, but are not IT requirements in and of themselves
• Contain ancillary support components, commonly referred to as Other Direct Costs (ODC)
• Require � exibility for all contract types at the task-order level, including cost reimbursement

OASIS is designed to address agencies’ needs for any professional services requirements that:

• Attestation
• Chief Financial O�  cers (CFO) Act Audit
• Healthcare Audit
• Performance Audit
• Internal Controls/A-123
• Information Assurance and Audit
• Audit Readiness
• Grants Management
• Shared Services Support

• Financial Reporting and Accounting
• Transaction Processing and Accounting
• Credit Reform Act Financial Management Support
• Financial Audit
• Budget
• Workforce Development 
• Consulting
• Audit Remediation

Kearney’s services under OASIS include:

OASIS

GSA OASIS IDIQ # GS00Q14OADU210 
POOL 2 (UNRESTRICTED) | NAICS 541211, 541214, 541219

703.931.5600
www.kearneyco.com

- Ti� any Hixson, GSA Assistant Commissioner for the O�  ce of Professional 
Services and Human Capital Categories

“GSA is happy that our OASIS and OASIS Small Business suite of contracts are playing 
a role in supporting the nation’s health care system....This MOU also expands our 
partnership with civilian agencies and is consistent with our goal of providing our 
partners in government with streamlined contracts that help them more e� ectively 
meet their mission requirements, while also eliminating costly duplicate contracts.”

- Claire Grady, Director, Defense Procurement and Acquisition Technology and 
Logistics, Policy for the O�  ce of the Under Secretary of Defense

“OASIS has been employed successfully across the Department of Defense, particularly 
the Military Services, for some time. I am impressed with OASIS’ performance, in 
concert with the leadership emphasis within the Department of Defense on the e� ective 
management of professional services, to further mission and acquisition tools...This 
MOU not only paves the way for expanded usage by the 4th Estate, but also supports our 
commitment to cost-e� ectively meeting the War� ghter’s needs by securing the lowest 
fees for usage. We look forward to the 4th Estate employing OASIS and OASIS SB as 
additional tools to meet their needs for professional services.”

What are Government leaders saying about OASIS?



 POOL 1 - 47QRAD20DU150
What we do
l Management Services: Portfolio Management, PMO/Programmatic Support,

Requirements, Business Case/Alternative Analysis, EA/CPIC, Governance, Policies &
Procedures, Organizational Change Management, Business Process Re-engineering;
Financial & Budget - CFO Operations & Support, Budget Execution/Formulation, OMB
Budgetary Support/Financial Reporting, Grants Management, Travel Management

l Technology Services: Cloud Computing, Cloud Advisory & Migration, DevOps;
IT Architecture, Engineering & Transformation - SDLC, Agile, Waterfall, QA/Testing;
CyberSecurity -  Authorization & Assessment, Continuous Monitoring, DevSecOps,
Security & remediation, Federal security framework (FISMA, NIST, Privacy Act), Security
Assessment Reviews

l Professional Services: Mission Support, Logistics (Material, Transportation/Retail),
Training Services, Data Analytics, Nutrition Science, Environment Science; Compliance
Support - Contract Support, Acquisition Support, Legal Services (FOIA, PIA, EEO),
Internal Controls Support - PMRs

Where we work

 Key PRIME Customers and Contracts : 

l US Department of Agriculture (12+ Agencies):
OCIO, FNS/CNPP, Rural Development, Farm Production and Conservation
(Formerly FSA, NRCS and RMA), Agricultural Research Service, Agricultural
Marketing Service, Forest Service, NIFA

l Department of Homeland Security (7+ Components):
OCIO, TSA, U.S. Coast Guard, Customs and Border Protection, U.S.
Secret Service, Federal Protective Service, USCIS, S&T

l Department of Defense:
ARMY
NAVY

l Department of Transportation
l Department of Commerce
l USAID
l EXIM
l EPA
l Federal Communications Commission

Panum Group, LLC
Expect Excellence

Management | Technology | Professional Services 

l Exceptional Ratings in CPARS,
100% Client Retention & 95% D&B
Ratings

l Practice areas backed by former
Federal CIO's, CFO's, CISO's, and
other Former Federal Sr. Level &
SME Staff

l Investment in Employee Development
l Strategic Partnerships with Software,

Hardware, Cloud, Services and
Staffing Vendors

l DCAA Compliant Accounting System
l Consistent growth over 5+ yrs
l Top Secret (TS) Facility Clearance
l Geographically dispersed workforce
l Community Service & Corporate

Citizenship

 -Asst. CIO, USDA

Who We Are
Founded in 1997, Panum is Women 
Owned, fast- growing Management, 
Technology and Professional services 
company, which provides a broad 
spectrum of services and solutions in 
Strategy, Governance, Program 
Management, Consulting, CyberSecurity, 
Information Technology & Operations 
with a customer-centric approach to 
quality. We support 25+ federal agencies 
with 80+ contracts. 750+ employees and 
Subject Matter Experts.

What Sets Us Apart

Customer Feedback
"The Contractor's performance exceeded FCC's 
ex-pectation. Their level of professionalism 
remains consistent. Each step and phase of the 
project was, for the most part, ahead of 
schedule. Overall, I would state their 
performance was exceptional”  -CIO, FCC

"Your outstanding contributions and service to 
the department is greatly appreciated and we 
want to commend you."

Winner of several Federal Contractor awards

Contact us:
Contract Manager: 
Patricia Palmer: 
ppalmer@panum.com 
240-274-4704

Program Manager:
Syed Jaffery
sjaffery@panum.com 
571-344-8519

Panum Group, LLC
7315 Wisconsin Ave. #800W 
Bethesda, MD. 20814



Innovative, data-driven solutions in support  
of important national security objectives

• Advanced Analytics
o Operations Research
o Data Science
o Modeling and Simulation
o Wargaming
o Predictive Analytics
o Risk Assessments
o Analysis of Alternatives

• Agile Software Development
o Software Innovation Lab
o GCAM - State of the Art Modeling Environment  
o Augur - Inventory Decision Support Process
o Numerous other advanced tools

• Systems Engineering and Safety Analysis
o Systems Engineering 
o System Safety Engineering 
o Research and Development
o Test and Evaluation
o Operations Management / Engineering Management
o Model-Based Systems Engineering

• Strategy, Policy, and Compliance
o Defense Strategy and Policy
o Cybersecurity Policy
o Deterrence Strategy and Assessments
o Arms Control and Treaty Analysis
o Organizational Structure and Process Development 
o Strategic Planning and Decision Support

• Program and Acquisition Management
o Program and Project Management
o Risk Management
o Business and Financial Management

Why SPA?
Systems Planning and Analysis, Inc. provides 
deep domain expertise, problem-solving ca-
pabilities, and a results-driven approach to the 
lifecycle of client programs, reaching a wide 
spectrum of market areas.

With more than 48 years of experience, SPA suc-
cessfully manages large, integrated professional 
service projects in engineering, analytics, mod-
eling and simulation, and financial and scientific 
services for U.S. federal clients worldwide.

SPA OASIS Points of Contact

Program Manager 
John Burton 
703.399.7610 
Email: OASISContracts@spa.com

Contract Administrator 
Sandra L. Gross 
703.399.7448 
Email: OASISContracts@spa.com

Corporate Contact Information
Systems Planning and Analysis, Inc. 
2001 N. Beauregard Street, Alexandria, VA 22311

DUNS: 074814948

CAGE: 7L563

Awards and Mods 
Pool 1 Unrestricted: 47QRAD20DU147
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Scientific Research Corporation is an advanced
engineering company that was founded in 1988 to
provide innovative solutions to the U.S. Government,
private industry, and international markets. Since its
inception, SRC has continued to successfully meet
emerging challenges in the marketplace and consistently
deliver the highest quality products and technical services
to its customers.

SRC's business activities are focused on a broad range
of information, communications, engineering, simulation,
training, and instrumentation systems. With corporate
headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia, and engineering offices
located across the U.S., SRC is dedicated to a full range
of engineering, integration, testing, support, and research
and development activities. SRC laboratories and test
facilities reflect state-of-the-art technology and mirror
commercial and Government operational environments.

At the core of SRC's capabilities is a seasoned team of
highly skilled engineers and scientists with multi-
disciplinary backgrounds. This team of professionals is
challenged on a daily basis to provide leading edge
technology solutions to their customers. Their knowledge
and expertise in rapidly and proficiently matching
advances in technology to customer needs and
applications is the basis for SRC's success.

Today's climate of competition, fast-paced technological
change, and complex global conditions demands the
delivery of products and services that meet an ever
increasing standard of quality at minimal cost. The
breadth of their skills and service offerings and the depth
of their knowledge give SRC a balance and diversity that
will enable them to successfully meet these demands –
through advanced technology solutions tailored to their
customers' needs.

Company Profile

Corporate Headquarters
2300 Windy Ridge Parkway, Suite 400-South

Atlanta, GA  30339
(770) 859-9161

Advanced Technology Solutions (ATS) Division
103 Quality Circle, Suite 220

Huntsville, AL 35806
(256) 971-9880

Integration Systems & Solutions (ISS) Division
1101 Remount Road, Suite 500

North Charleston, SC 29406
(843) 747-8766

Customer Commitment
• To strive for superior quality in our products 

and services.

• To deliver an exceptional value that includes 
quality and timeliness at a reasonable cost.

• To stay abreast of new technologies, 
systems, and methods and their application 
to the markets we serve.

• To be responsive in meeting urgent 
requirements.

www.scires.com
info@scires.com

Technology Driven
Customer Focused



Expanding Application of 
Technologies Critical to Challenges
• DevSecOps

• Data Analytics

• Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning

• Software Defined Networks

• Software Defined Radio Solutions 

• Low Code-No Code Application Development 
(Salesforce)

• Smart Warehouse Implementation 

• 5G Solutions

• Augmented Reality / Virtual Reality

SRC has expert resources and facilities
in place to provide its customers:

• Enterprise and Cloud Solutions 

• Digital Transformation and Enterprise Infrastructure 
Engineering (SaaS, IaaS, PaaS, DaaS) 

• Software and Applications Development 
(Continuous Development, Continuous Integration, 
and Continuous Delivery) 

• Cybersecurity Engineering – Defensive to 
Offensive Engineering including Zero Trust 
Architecture 

• Business Process Re-engineering and Legacy 
Application Refactoring 

• IT and Network Asset Procurement and Installation 

• Communications Engineering and Sustainment 
(Land Mobile Radios, Portable Satellite Radios, 
Public Safety Radios) 

• Global and Wide Area Network Design and 
Engineering 

• Autonomous Vehicle Control Architecture and 
Networks  

• Advanced Digital Systems Testing, Evaluation and 
Hardening 

• Obsolescence Mitigation & Reverse Engineering

Proven Open Architecture Solutions
• Innovative Solutions to Technical Challenges

• Demonstrated Ability to Deliver as Promised

• Cost Effective Approaches

• Full Life-Cycle Support

• Open Architecture, Open Source Proponent

Capability Statement

www.scires.com
info@scires.com

"The appearance of U.S. Government visual information does not imply or constitute U.S. Government endorsement."



oasis unrestricted 
capability statement 

about vectrus
For more than 70 years, Vectrus has provided critical mission support for our customers’ 
toughest operational challenges. As a high-performing organization with exceptional talent, 
deep domain knowledge, a history of long-term customer relationships, and groundbreaking 
technical expertise, we deliver innovative, mission-matched solutions for our military and 
government customers worldwide. Whether it’s base operations support, supply chain and 
logistics, network operations, engineering and digital integration, security, or maintenance, 
repair, and overhaul, our customers count on us for on-target solutions that increase 
efficiency, reduce costs, improve readiness, and strengthen national security. Vectrus is 
headquartered in Colorado Springs, Colo., and includes about 7,100 employees spanning 148 
locations in 26 countries and territories. In 2020, Vectrus generated sales of $1.4 billion

CONTRACT DATA
Vehicle Type ................... Multi-Agency, Multiple Award Contract (MAC)
Contracting Agency ..........  General Services Administration (GSA)
Eligible Users .................. All Federal Agencies Worldwide
Government User Fee .......  Innovative tiered access fee ranging from 0.1% to 0.75% based on 

obligation level.
Task Order Types ............. All contract types including: FFP, T&M, Cost, and Hybrids
Period of Performance....... September 29, 2020 – December 19, 2024
Contract Number ............. 47QRAD20DU133, UNR Pool 1
Contract Benefits .............  Tier 3, Best-in-Class (BIC) contract vehicle, single solution for 

complex requirements, no maximum order or ceiling limitations, 
ordering Contracting Officer determines terms and conditions and/or 
provisions and clauses, evaluation criteria, and method of awards.

Contractor Information ...... DUNS: 030468243; CAGE Code: 1D510

SCOPE
GSA’s OASIS contracts make buying complex professional services easy and efficient with 
innovative streamlined solutions. By using OASIS, federal agencies can focus on their expertise 
and mission while GSA delivers program management and contract administration at the 
master level.

OASIS contract scope includes, but is not limited to: Core requirements: engineering services, 
scientific services, logistic services, financial services, management consulting services, 
program management, and all types of R&D. Areas of expertise: intelligence, compliance, 
defense, disaster, energy, R&D, environment, health, communication, security, transportation, 
ISR, and artificial intel.

Point of Contact: Maria Fitzgerald, maria.fitzgerald@vectrus.com  



 

Company Data 

CAGE: 6PYX5  

DUNS: 078419056 

Business Type: SB, SDB, VOSB, 
SDVOSB 

Facility Clearance: Top Secret 

Year Founded: 2012 

GWAC Vehicles 

GSA OASIS: 

SB Pool 1: # 47QRAD20D1131 

SB Pool 4: # 47QRAD20D4012  

UNR Pool 4: # 47QRAD20DU423  

 

GSA MAS: # 47QRAA18D007D  

SINs: 541611, 611430,  

611512, OLM  

 

Primary Pool 1 & 4 NAICS: 
541611 541690 
541612 541714 
541614 541715 
541618 541990 

C a pa b i l i t y  St a t e m e n t  
Vysnova Partners is a fast-growing program management firm that delivers a broad range of 
professional and technical support services on a worldwide basis for both defense and civilian 
agencies. With a diverse team of project managers and subject matter experts who have worked 
both with and within the federal government, Vysnova has experienced our customers’ 
challenges first hand.  With that experience, Vysnova develops and delivers successful operational 
solutions for federal agencies. Whether it’s COVID-19 in the US and OCONUS, Ebola in Africa, Zika 
research for the CDC in several countries, or developing curriculum or policy for the acquisition 
workforce, Vysnova executes proven solutions so its customers are able to focus on their core 
mission.  As one of the few government contractors with project implementation experience on 
almost every continent, Vysnova knows how to initiate and conduct business internationally to 
keep its customers in compliance while advancing the project and the broader mission that it 
serves.   

Vysnova has the unique advantage of being a mature small business with internal systems in the 
areas of human resources, recruiting, accounting (DCAA compliant), contracting (DCMA 
compliant), security (Top-Secret Facility Clearance), legal, and ancillary support areas comparable 
to those found in mid-market firms. Approximately 50% of Vysnova’s contracts are CPFF Prime 
Awards and we have experience managing over $50M in contracts and grants.  

CONTACT INFORMATION 

8400 Corporate Drive, Suite 130 

Landover, MD 20785 

 

Point of Contact: John Fallon, 
COO 301.830.8885 Ext 111  

JFallon@vysnova.com 
 

Office Locations: 
Bogota, Colombia 

Hanoi, Vietnam 
Landover, MD (Corporate HQ) 

Lima, Peru 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia 

Singapore, Singapore 
Washington, DC (Project HQ) 
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Clients  

 
 

Capacity Building / Training / eLearning 

• Instructional Systems Design 
(ISD) 

• Curriculum Development 

• Facilitation, Simulations, 
Workshops 

 
Federal Acquisition Support and 
Advisory Services 
 

Life Sciences Research & Technical 
Support 

 

 

 
Program and Project Management 

• Management Consulting 

• Project Controls (Cost, 
Schedule, Performance, Risk) 

• Communications & 
Knowledge Management 

 
Short / Long Term Technical 
Assistance / Institutional Support 

• Rapid Staff Identification & 
Mobilization 

• Subject Matter Expertise 
 

Key Capabilities  



We’re unlocking solutions to some of the 
world’s most critical challenges by providing 
consulting, projects and operations solutions.

Our vision is to inspire with ingenuity, partner 
with agility and create new possibilities.

Areas of expertise:

Sustainable  
Engineering

Resilient
Environments

Digital & 
Technology

45,000
people

160+
year history

60+
countries

~$10bn
2020 revenue

ENR #1
International Design Firm 

Connected by our shared  
values of care, commitment  
and courage

Transforming challenges into 
solutions.
One Acquisition Solution for Integrated Services 
(OASIS)

woodprograms.com

http://woodprograms.com


Pool 1 Unrestricted Contract #47QRAD-20-D-U131
OASIS

Engineering Scientific
• Civil site and infrastructure design
• Facilities engineering and design
• Industrial water treatment
• Construction engineering/inspection and 

construction management
• Engineering, procurement, construction 

management 
• Decommissioning and demolition planning

• Emerging contaminants
• Research and development
• Chemistry (Bio, Organic, Inorganic, Physical & 

Analytical)
• Natural and cultural resource studies 
• Human health and ecological risk assessments
• Remediation  
• Environmental health and safety 

Program Management Digital and Technology
• Project management & program management
• Program documentation
• Operation and maintenance
• Planning, programming, building, & execution processes
• Cost estimation & analysis
• Earned Value Management analysis

• Visualization
• Information management
• Software, applications and analytics
• Digital project delivery
• Facility condition assessments (on GIS platform)
• Asset performance monitoring
• Automation 
• Optimization and training solutions

For more information, please contact:
Tom Rasmussen

tom.rasmussen@woodprograms.com

Our clients:
• US Air Force
• Bureau of Indian Affairs
• Defense Logistics Agency
• Dept of Agriculture
• Dept of Energy
• Dept of Veterans Affairs
• Environmental Protection Agency
• Federal Emergency Management Agency
• Federal Highway Administration
• General Services Administration
• National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration
• National Park Service
• US Navy
• US Marine Corps
• US Coast Guard
• US Army Corps of Engineers
• US Fish and Wildlife
• US Postal Service

woodprograms.com

mailto:tom.rasmussen%40woodprograms.com?subject=
http://woodprograms.com
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